All About Food - The leading food & beverage
exhibition serving North Asia

22,000
SQM

15,210
Visitors

451

Exhibitors

Countries represented
by ANUFOOD China 2018
visitors (excluding China)
Top 1 Malaysia Top 4 Russia
Top 5 India
Top 2 Korea
Top 3Japan

As one of the Leading global B2B
food & beverage tradeshow in north china,
ANUFOOD China offers a Whole

industry platform
to food & beverage exporters to target North China.

POST SHOW
REPORT

Proportion of Visitors Source Segmentation

Products of Interest to Visitors by Rank

Partial International
hosted buyer list

Fine food and imported food

35.7%

22%

20.2%

Pegasus Imports

Sweets. Confectionery
and Snacks
Dairy

24.1%

PT. Classic Exportindo
Fortis Limited

Tea and Coffee
Meat

Food and beverage importer

Supermarket /

/Distributor/Manufacturer

Convenience Store

E-commerce

Restaurant/café

Seafood

Fast food outlet

Organic Food

Amisu Services Supplying Company Limited
PT. Gunanusa Eramandiri

Beverage (incl. Alcohol)

Inﬁniti Intertrade Inc.

Frozen Food

PT. Global Anekarasa Utama

Fruits and Vegetables

16.7%

15.6%

28%

Phdeli Corp

Alcohol

14.3%

Food service

OMST International Trading Company

Bread and Bakery

OOO FUGU

Vending
Coffee and Tea

Bakery Importer/

Catering Service , Government/

Alcohol importer/

importer/Distributor

Distributor

Office Building Canteen

Distributor

01

Attend activities

collecting product i

and meetings

Main Objectives
of Visiting

Others

03

Realize and develop Market,
nformation

Oil & Olive Oil

83.2%

02

78.4%

Expecting to expanding bus
iness relationship , visiting clients
and creating new business
opportunity

of the Visitor
is Satisﬁed

733 face to face meetings

of the Exhibitor
is Satisﬁed

82.3%

78.8%

of the Exhibitor will Recommend
the event to colleagues and friends

of the Visitors will Recommend
the event to colleagues and friends

92.8%

of the Exhibitor Satisﬁed with
quantity of meet new clients
during the event

60%

of the Visitors Very likely to
attend the next event

340 international match-makings

Celia Go, General Manager

Chen Yixin

Aleksander Ciepiela Director

Sohrab Masoodi president

INFINITI INTERTRADE INC. Philippines

Purchasing Manager，NeighborMart

Makarony Polskie Poland

Marsia Foods-Rossen Company Iran

“My company is INFINITI INTERTRADE INC. We are very pleasured that

"This is our first time to participate in ANUFOOD China, I gained a lot, I

“I am representing Makarony Polskie, one of biggest pasta manufacturer in

“We are excited to come to china, we think the Chinese market is the

we are invited by ANUFOOD China 2018 to join this event. Actually it

saw many new kinds of food products which I didn’t see in Shanghai’s

northeast Europe, we are from Poland and we came for the first time to

show. It was the great experience for us to talk face to face with different

future of dry foods and we’ve been enjoying food business, that’s why

helped us a lot in finding resources of food and beverage we need. We are
currently importing some international product and it can help us to

exhibitors. I hope the show will continue to grow from strength to

Beijing. This exhibition is very promising, we met a lot of potential clients in

we decided to come to china. We are looking for companies in China

develop products. We are happy to be here and we enjoyed a lot, see you

strength!

matchmaking program, it was really amazing I met people from Indonesia,

that they care about quality, after-sales service and overall supervi-

Philippines , Vietnam, India and also big chains and hotels of China. I don’t

sion of the products. We are proud of ourselves in highest quality of

have time to rest, I am meeting clients all the time, hope we will have good

products that we can produce from the origin place that famous for

results here then we can very strongly enter Chinese market. We have

dry fruits. Iran is the 3rd largest producer of dates and raisin in the

already developed southern Chinese market and this is our first time trying

world, we also have a lot of new kinds of dry foods and we are trying

in Beijing, here’s a very huge market and also very potential for us, we would

to explore the market. We believe that Chinese market is a very good

like to focus more on north China. We visited different fairs in China, we think

market for our products.”

at ANUFOOD China 2019.”

Buyers
Testimonials

*The list is no particular order

Dimple Sharma, Marketing

Tomas Bucek consultant

PT.CLASSIC EXPORTINDO Indonesia

Sario Slovakia

“I have enjoyed ANUFOOD China a lot, because here we have met a lot of

“Hi my name is Tomas, I represent Slovakia companies in China, one of

exhibitors, we can see lots of products and lots of companies coming

them is chocolate maker of Slovakia, we are very happy to attend

especially from China. It’s very interesting experience and I hope I could

ANUFOOD China 2018, thanks to super organization that we could have

come back again next year.”

accomplished many valuable contracts and I am looking forward to see
you in ANUFOOD China 2019!”

this one is the most promising one and the clients we met here also the most
promising as well, we hope to see you in ANUFOOD China 2019.”

Exhibitors
Testimonials

Review of Activities
Japanese Food & Beverage Industry Summit &
The 2nd Japanese Culinary Invitational Competition
The competition is about the Japanese Mini Kaiseki, which attracted 100
individual contestants and 12 teams joined in. Five Japanese cuisine matsers
have been invited as the referees and they selected four individual and also
four group special gold awards in the end, which has been broadcasted by BTV,
People.cn and so on.

1st International Western Cuisine Competition
The contest featured the main dish and creative starter, which attracted a total
of 37 players including InterContinental Hotels Group. After two days of ten
professional competitions, Five western cooking referees finally selected the
special gold, gold medals and silver medalists. The exquisite starter and main
course dishes also attracted many on-site professional visitors to stop and
observe.

2018 IHG Beijing Cluster Charitable Foundation Luncheon &
Business Matching
More than 20 purchasing directors from InterContinental Hotels Group (IHG)
have listened to the products presentations from 16 exhibitors. As the head of
procurement of IHG said: We are in need of such a targeted business
matchmaking, more exhibitors can express their products clearly and we know
more, more business opportunities occurs!

The country speciﬁc, natural ingredients at your dinner table
- Forum & Taste
Nine industry leaders led two roundtable forums on how to look at the
relationship between food and origin country and the time and space
differences between origin and industrialization, attracting more than 150
cartering founders, celebrity chefs, gourmets and media people from all over
China, and more than 30 medias. Catering experts and food suppliers
exchange one-on-one to explore how the ingredients of the origin can better
enter the food and beverage channels, and provide high-quality and safe
ingredients for restaurants and chefs.

Evolution & Breakthrough 2018 Catering and Retail Leaders
Cocreation Summit
Experts and leaders from 212 traditional catering industry, Internet catering and food
supply chain industries from all over the country have attended the conference. The
famous food and beverage brands such as Waipojia, Wangshunge, and Huajia Yiyuan
participated in the in-depth sharing of the theme of the conference. In the form of
brainstorming, the status quo and future trends of the new food and beverage has been
fully analyzed, and it will also provide inspiration for the future of food and beverage for
Anufood China

Contacts us
Ms. Vivienne Lee
Tel: +86 21 6010 3119
Fax: +86 21 6390 6858
vivienne.lee@koelnmesse.cn

SEE YOU IN
ANUFOOD 2019!

